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ABSTRACT 
Ever since 2-party Diffie-Hellman exchange was first proposed 

in 1976, there have been efforts to extend its simplicity and 

elegance to a group setting. Notable solutions have been 

proposed by michael Steiner Gene Tsudik Waidner(in 1996) 

and Recently G.P.Biswas was proposed a contributory group 

key agreement protocol for generation of multiparty key and  

compared with other protocol and satisfactory results obtained.  

  

      In this paper an m-party  DH key distribution for group 

(improved group DH) was proposed by modifying G.P.Biswas 

protocol and we argued that our protocol is optimal with respect 

to most of the aspects of  protocol complexity and also it‟s 

security discussed.  

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It    has been   almost   33   years   since   Diffie - Hellman (DH) 

2-party  key exchange   was   first   proposed  in   [ 1]. In the 

mean time, there have   many attempts to extend  its  elegance 

and  simplicity to the  group setting. The  main  motivating 

factors  are  the increasing popularity  of  various  types  of  

group  ware   applications   such  as  conference  calls,  

distributed  computation,  distributed   databases  and  so  on  in  

a secure  way since the key distribution is  the cornerstone of 

secure group communication,   it  has naturally  received  a lot  

of  attention.(see for example:[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7], 8],[9],[10], 

[11]). 

 

         Recently Biswas proposed an efficient contributory 

multiparty key exchanging technique for a large static group is 

proposed. In this technique a member, who acts as a group 

controller forms two-party groups with other group members 

and generates a DH-style shared key per group. It then combine 

s these key into a single multi-party key and acts as a normal 

group member. This technique has been compared with other 

multiparty key generating techniques and satisfactory results 

have been obtained. But In this Group DH protocol the group 

controller needs to execute comparatively more KEOs than 

other group members, so the key generation may be delayed  

and also the over all delay of key generation increase with the 

increase in the number of parties.  

          To overcome above problem,  In this paper we proposed 

a Improved group DH protocol for generation of m-party key   

by modifying Biswas Group DH protocol, with reduction of   

exponential operation. 

 

The main advantages of the proposed work are: 
(1). It uses simpler steps and only two steps. 

(2). Needs comparatively less communication and 

computational cost. 

(3) Reducing overall delay of  key generation by reducing 

computational load on group controller    

Generation of multi-party key: 
Although the original DH generates a shared key in a two party 

–group, different researchers have extended it to the multi-party 

situations. In this section, we will discuss a useful DH-based 

multi-party key-generating technique for large static  groups, 

called Group-DH. We consider that it holds DDH   assumption 

for the security of the group key. 

1.1 Review of the Group-DH technique 
Group-DH technique was a contributory group key agreement 

protocol to exchange a multi-party key among the group 

members. In Group-DH,   an arbitrary group member acts as a 

group controller that actually establishes the group-key and 

after which it becomes a normal member of the group. Let the 

group controller be 𝑃𝑖  , where 1 ≤ i ≤n for n-party group. 

Initially it itself forms a two-party group with each of the 

remaining group members, and produces (n -1) two-party 

groups.  The 𝑃𝑖   then generates a DH style key per group, and 

produces (n-1) shared keys for (n -1) two-party groups. In order 

to accomplish it, 𝑃𝑖   generates a public key and broadcasts to 

the remaining group members. 

 
The public key Xi can be generated using   

 

           𝑋𝑖  = 𝑔𝑥𝑖    𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛        (1)      

  
where  𝑥𝑖    is the private  key of the Pi. 

Each group member, 𝑃𝑗 ,  where j ≠ i also assumes a private key 

and generates a public key as 

 

           𝑋𝑗  = 𝑔𝑥𝑗   𝑚𝑜𝑑  𝑛         (2)        

                                                                                                       
where  𝑥𝑗     is the private key of 𝑃𝑗 and 1≤j≤ n,  j≠i. 

Each 𝑃𝑗  then transmits 𝑋𝑗  to the group controller, 𝑃𝑖  . After 

exchanging the public keys, each member similar to the basic 

DH generates a unique shared key,           𝐾𝑖  with group 

controller as 

 

             𝐾𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖
𝑥𝑗  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 = 𝑔𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛     (3)   
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Similarly, 𝑃𝑖   generates the same shared key, using  

  

        𝐾𝑖 = 𝑋𝑗
𝑥𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 = 𝑔𝑥𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛     (4)     

 

 It actually   generates   (n-1) shared keys for (n-1) groups. The 

group controller combines these shared keys to produce a single 

group key. The Pi computes the public key Xk as given   below 

and sends to 𝑃𝑗 . 

 

 𝑋𝑘 = 𝑔 𝐾𝑘≠𝑗𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛                             5  
       where 1≤ k ≤ n, ,k≠i 
 

Each party in the group then generates the group key K as   

follows 

P1 generates, 𝐾 = (𝑋𝑘)𝐾1  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛          

                         = 𝑔𝐾1𝐾2𝐾3…𝐾𝑛−1𝐾𝑛  modn    (6) 

 

P2 generates, 𝐾 = (𝑋𝑘)𝐾2 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 

                         = 𝑔𝐾1𝐾2𝐾3…𝐾𝑛−1𝐾𝑛   modn    (7) 

       
P3 generates,𝐾 = (𝑋𝑘)𝐾3 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 

                     = 𝑔𝐾1𝐾2𝐾3…𝐾𝑛−1𝐾𝑛   mod n    (8) 

.......................................................................... 

............................................................................................

........................................................ 

 

Pn-1generates, 𝐾 = (𝑋𝑘)𝐾𝑛−1  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛         
                                                                          

                      = 𝑔𝐾1𝐾2𝐾3…𝐾𝑛−1𝐾𝑛  mod n   (9) 

 

Pn  generates, 𝐾 = (𝑋𝑘)𝐾𝑛   𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛         
                                                                          

                   = 𝑔𝐾1𝐾2𝐾3…𝐾𝑛−1𝐾𝑛  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑛      (10) 

 
Since the group controller knows all the two-party shared keys, 

it also generates the group key using ,  

 

𝐾 = 𝑔𝐾1𝐾2𝐾3…𝐾𝑛−1𝐾𝑛   mod n        (11) 
 
 The proposed Group-DH mainly   consists of two steps as 

summarized below,                                                                                                                    

1.2 Group-DH technique 

Step 1: A member acts as a group controller and forms a two-

party group with the remaining group members. Each group 

individually generates a DH-style key using DH technique. 

 

Step 2: The group controller generates (n-1) public keys by 

raising the exponent of g with the product of (n-2) shared keys 

at a time and sends to the corresponding group members. On 

receiving, each member raises the exponent 

With   its own shared key and generates the group key. 

 

2. Proposed m-party key distribution protocol  (Improved group 

DH): 

 

             Let 𝑃1  , 𝑃2, … , 𝑃𝑖   … , 𝑃𝑚−1  ,𝑃𝑚  be the group members 

and let 𝑃𝑖    (1≤i≤m) acts as a group controller. 

    

         Initially “𝑃𝑖   ” itself forms a two-party group with each  of  

the  remaining  group  members, and  produces  

(n-1) two-party groups. 

𝑃𝑖    selects a private key 𝑥𝑖   and generates a public key  

 

                    𝑋𝑖  = 𝑔𝑥𝑖   𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛      (12) 
 

and   broad cast to  the  remaining  group  members.Also each 

group member 𝑃𝑗   , where j ≠ i   also assumes a private key and 

generates a public key as  

 

 𝑋𝑗  = 𝑔𝑥𝑗   𝑚𝑜𝑑  𝑛        (13) 

 

Where  𝑥𝑗    is the private key of   pj   and 1 ≤ j ≤ n,   j ≠ i . 

 

where  𝑥𝑗     is the private key of 𝑃𝑗 and 1≤j≤ n,  j≠i. 

Each 𝑃𝑗  then transmits 𝑋𝑗  to the group controller, 𝑃𝑖  . After 

exchanging the public keys, each member similar to the basic 

DH generates a unique shared key,           𝐾𝑖  with group 

controller as 

 

         𝐾𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖
𝑥𝑗  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 = 𝑔𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛  (14)                

 

Similarly, 𝑃𝑖   generates the same shared key, using  

             

         𝐾𝑖 = 𝑋𝑗
𝑥𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 = 𝑔𝑥𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 (15)      

 

It   Actually   generates (n-1) shared key  𝐾𝑖 ’s for 1 ≤ j ≤ m and 

j ≠ i   for (n-1) parties respectively.  

        

To produce a single group key first group controllers computes 

the following 𝑍𝑙 ′𝑠 ,encrypt with 𝐾𝑙
′𝑠  respectively and send to  

𝑃𝑙  
′ 𝑠 respectively,  for 1<  l <m ,l≠ i.  

             After receiving each Pl decrypts with their key  and 

computes the group key k  as  follows. 

 

                           𝑍𝑙 =  𝐾𝑖  𝑗≠𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛,          (16) 

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑚 , 𝑙 ≠ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑙 
Each party   in the   group then   generates the group key „k „as 

follows   

 

 

 P1Generates, 

𝐾 = 𝑍1 × 𝐾1  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 =  𝐾𝑖𝑗≠𝑖 mod n       (17) 

   

 P2Generates, 

𝐾 = 𝑍2 × 𝐾2  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 =  𝐾𝑖𝑗≠𝑖 mod n       (18) 

 

.......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

........................................ 

                           .                  .               . 

 Pm-1 Generates, 

𝐾 = 𝑍𝑚−1 × 𝐾𝑚−1  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 =  𝐾𝑖𝑗≠𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑛   (19)  

 

 Pm   Generates, 
  

 𝐾 = 𝑍𝑚 × 𝐾𝑚  𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 =  𝐾𝑖𝑗≠𝑖 mod n           (20) 

 
Since the group controller knows all the two party shared keys 

it also generates the group key using  

 

  

  𝐾 =  𝐾𝑖𝑗≠𝑖    mod n                          (21)     
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3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 

GROUP KEYDISTRIBUTION 

PROTOCOLS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. SECURITY OF THE GROUP-DH 

TECHNIQUE 
We consider that the DH technique is secured as it supports 

strong DDH assumption. We can claim that the improved 

Group-DH that extends DH to multi-party system must be 

secured. Consider the following theorem. 

 

4.1 Theorem 
The group key derived in the application of Group-DH is 

indistinguishable in polynomial time from random numbers. 

Proof: 
 Each of the two-party shared key generated in Step 1 of Group-

DH is secured, because it uses DH protocol that supports DDH 

assumption. That is, all the two-party shared keys exchanged in 

Step 1 are indistinguishable from random numbers in 

polynomial time. Also the generation  of the public keys made 

in Step 2 are product of multiple values. Note that this product 

is secured as it is obtained by multiplying the secured shared 

keys generated in Step 1 and also we are using encrypted 

connection between group controller and remaining members. 

In the final round, each group member multiplies public key by 

its own shared key. Since the Group-DH imitates the basic DH 

and supports DDH assumption, the group key generated by 

Group-DH is indistinguishable from random numbers in 

polynomial time, and thus secured. 

5. CONCLUSION 
We introduced a protocol to   generate a multi-party key for 

large static groups. Although the technique is proposed for a 

static group, it may be easily extended for large dynamic 

groups. It uses simpler steps and needs comparatively less 

communication and computation costs, and it works for large 

groups without delays in key generation therefore may be useful 

for practical applications. 
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